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Determining shortest networks in the Euclidean Plane

J.F. WENG

The problem of constructing a shortest network which interconnects a given set of
points with some extra points is usually called the Steiner problem, and correspond-
ingly, the shortest network is referred to as a Steiner minimal tree [5]. Although this
problem goes back three hundred years to Fermat, it really drew wide attention only
after the sixties of this century [6]. Since it has been proved to be one of the NP-hard
problems [4], we devote ourselves in this thesis to some fundamental techniques and
their applications.

Chapter 1 is an introduction, giving terms, notations and some existing basic re-
sults.

Chapter 2 deals with the fundamental techniques. The indirect comparison based
on the variational approach [8] is used to study Steiner minimal trees for any four points
and to prove an embedding theorem. A method to construct general Steiner polygons
[1] is presented. The concept of symmetrisation is introduced, and as a result, Pollak's
theorem [7] becomes a simple corollary of our symmetrisation theorem.

In Chapter 3, the Steiner minimal trees for two extreme classes of sets are deter-
mined. One class is the set of zigzag lines for which we generalise an existing result
[2]. The other class is the set of regular polygons with centre. This problem is much
more complicated than the original one of the Steiner problem of regular polygons with-
out centre. The latter problem is regarded as the first genuine instance of the Steiner
problem in the history of the topic [3].

Finally, in Chapter 4, the decomposition problem is investigated; that is 'When is
the Steiner minimal tree on a union of sets just a union of the Steiner minimal trees
on these sets separately?' In particular, we reveal the structures of the Steiner minimal
trees for consecutive orthogonal rectangles. These can be used to test the performance
of heuristics of the Steiner problem.
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